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Ideology, Class Formation and Protectionism, 1907-1914 
In 1904 there were 4,778 factories in the four colonies of South 
Africa, which together produced goods valued at El9.3m. (1) In the sane year, 
surprisingly, the gross value of gold and diamonds produced in the region was 
on ly  slightly more than this, thorn extractive and manufacturing sectors are 
no-c conparable in certain respects. (2) But there is no doubt that local 
in&wtsies, which processed local agricultural products, or imported raw or 
semi-processed materials, had multiplied under the stimulus of the natural 
pmtectioa provided by the Boer War. Based largely in the Cape (3), the 
indus.t;ries were small and relatively undercapitalized. (4) Their owners, 
however, did not Lack ideological vigour and articulateness; in 1883, Cape 
manufacturing was considered important enough to wa,rrant a Commission of .:- 
Enquiry (5), =d one was held in Natal in 1905. (6) Under the threat of losing 
their war-time gains when the post-war depression began, manufacturers began to 
identify with one another between colonies, and make their point of view more 
widely known. 
In the Cape, the South African Manufacturers' Association had been 
formed in the 1890s (7), but it gained support and increased its influence after 
the war, particularly through the launching of its official journal i n  1907. In 
the same year, the Transvaal Mmufacturers' Association was fomed (8), as were 
the South African National Union (9), the South African National Alliance (10)~ 
and the Colonial Industries Protectionist League. (11) In London, Sir Pieter 
Bam, who had been instrmental in an exhibition to promote South African 
products, formed the South African Organisation Union to encourage British-South 
African trade (12), while the South African Native Affairs Commission (13), the 
coming 1908 Cape general election, and the Lntercolonial Customs Conference, 
encouraged manufacturers to express their viewpoint. The primary aim which 
rnaraufacturers hoped to fulfil through these various pressure groups was full 
protection for their products. What little protection there was was perceived 
by them as inconsistent, biased towards agriculture, irrational and insufficient. 
This growing self-consciousness was accompanied by the appearance of 
ideologists who sprang from, or addressed themselves to, the manufacturritrs. As 
being a manufacturer came to mean more than being simply an individual factory- 
owner, or even simply a "pmtectionist", so the ideologist of manufacturing 
undertook the task of expressing and clarifying the gmwing area of 
identification between individuals. Amongst the two dozen or so inportant 
ideologists of manufacturing in the pre-protection period, W. J, Laite was the 
dominant figure. 
Laitels arrival in South Africa in l9Ol meant that manufacturers were 
provided with a.n organizer and ideologist precisely when they needed and were 
able to responc? to one. pe was an Englishman who had been apprenticed as a 
compositor at 7 ,  and who on qualifying had made several unsuccessful attempts 
to start his own printing business. On his arrival in South Africa he tried 
and failed once more, but this time was convinced by his failure of the need for 
a protectionist, industrializing policy in the region. It was he who started 
the Cape Manufacturers' Association journal, South African Commerce and 
Naaufacturersf Reaord; he also organized a local association in the Eastern 
Cape, encouraged the existing organization in the Transvaal, and in 1908 became 
the full-time secretary of the Cape association. (14) As a journalist and paid 
official, he could devote most of his the to the cause of manufacturing, a;nd as 
a result attained a high degree of ideological sophistication. 
Other ideologists were usually less conrmitted to the role, perhaps 
because the class was as yet too small -to afford to sustain many full-tine 
thinkers. Large and wealthy manufacturers in each of the three manufacturing 
colonies tended to express ideology in their roles as public or political 
figures, usually regardless of party allegiance. Sir Thomas Cullinan dominated 
the Taslsval association; the even grander figure of Sir James Liege Hulett 
was prominent in Natal. In the Cape Sir D. P. de Villiers Graaff and his 
brother were protectionists within the Afrikaner Bond. But the smaller 
m~ufarsturer was nearer to the grass-roots of ideological creativity: large 
industrialists were already, for one reason or another, successful (15) ; it was 
the small man whose horizons were most limited because of the absence of a 
protective tariff, and whose existence was most threatened by the post-war 
depression. The ideologists who sought their audience amongst these - the 
office-bearers of interest gmups, the speakers at local meetings, the casual 
writers of articles, editorials and even poems - were not important or well 
known outside manufacturing circles. As the sector grew, a third group of 
ideologis-bs hegm to develop - non-manufacturers. In many cases these were 
politicians or members of the Government, such as F. S. Malan, flrmts, or 
Warington-Smyth; but they also included academics, such as H. E. S. Fremantle, 
scientists such as H. J. van der Bijl, or Labour Party spokesmen. 
In fulfilling his first task of clarifying the nature of a class in 
the process of formation, the ideologist tried to communicate tn his audience 
some sort of self-definition. As John Rothes wrote, in an important 
protectionist article, compared to commerce: 
the manufacturers, as a class, have occupied a 
very different and less influential position. 
Indeed, the designation lclasst for many years 
would have been misleading, so few were they in 
numbers, nnd so little considered were they by 
the commercial community. (16) 
The fact of being or becoming a "class", however, did not depend solely on 
numbers, as Rothes and other writers and speakers recognized; by outlining life- 
histories, discussing the origins of, and analysing the position of individual 
manufacturers whenever they were able, they could give to their audience a more 
substantial impression of what kind of people manufacturers were. 
Yrom these, it emerges that they were in fact a petty-bourgeoisie. (17) 
Most of them were either immigrants who possessed artisan skills, or Colonials 
who had accumulated a little capital from trading. In both cases, it was common 
for the owner of the business to work in the "factory" with his employees, at 
least in the early stages of the business, when the actual manufacturing often 
took place in the back of a shop. Most goods were those which, for one reason 
or another, were under no threat of cheap competition from overseas; but many 
manufacturers led a precarious existence and felt themselves to be under a 
constant threat of bankruptcy, for what protection they did enjoy was not 
permanent or guaranteed. Many of them lived in small towns, where their social 
proximity to other members of the white petty-bourgeoisie and artisan class was 
again significant. In Cape Town, and the Cape Province in general, there was a 
fairly significant Coloured manufacturing class too, which had somehow been 
squeezed out of existence by the end of the period. 
The ideologists attached great importance to the petty-bourgeois 
r~~ture of their class. Writers of potted biographies in Journals would lay 
umphanis on the artisan origins of what they called "Pioneers of Indufitry", 
aad would describe how they had "risen" throw "perseverance", or call them 
"oelf-made men". (18) By calling the ordinary individual manufacturer a 
vqpioneer", they were offering him a concept of himself which transcended the 
sco:i.omic and social limits which were placed on him: the area of definition was 
extended back into the past, his origins, and also forward into the future, for 
the sdce of which the "pioneering" had been, or was being, performed. Perhaps 
incideatally, by justifying his past for him in terms of his future, the 
ideologis-l; also opened the way for the simultaneous development of the 
ideology of progress. 
Besides its ability to transcend time and social limits, the idea of 
"pioneer1' was useful for it could contain ideas about what kind of people made 
the lgbesttl and most successful manufacturers. Laite maintained that besides 
perseverance asnufacturers needed "Business aptitude, merit, the determination 
to create a market . . . and cooperation with the dealer and consumer". (19) The 
ideal mmufac"i;urer was said to possess "fairmindedness" (20) and to need 
idealism, purposefulness, firmness, a sense of duty, and hard work. Rothes, 
once again, captured the rugged individualism which the pioneer was supposed to 
poasess: they were, he wrote 
mostly men who, by strength of character and 
su2eriority of brain power, had risen above the 
artisan class to which they had originally 
belonged. (21) 
The ideologist's next task was to depict the totality of the class 
which was in the process of fo-. The first indication that this process had 
be@ was when, as we have seen, the post-war depression stimulated the 
formation of pressure and interest groups. After the depression these groups 
persisted; manufacturers in all colonies pressed for Union, which they saw as 
being in their overall interest (22), and later for a protective tariff in the 
new Union constitution. They tried unsuccessfully to unite local maaxfacturersf 
associations, but because of conflicts of interest between the colonies on the 
issues of labour costs and railway rates, succeeded only in meeting to discuss 
common problems in l9ll and 1912, at what they called the "Industrial 
Parliamentf1. (23) Their pressurizing bore some fryit, however, in the form of 
the Cullinan Commission of enquiry into industries and protection, which %:?c 
Botha government appointed soon after its election. (24) But when it reported 
in 1912 it disappointed manufacturers, because its minority report opposed 
industry absolutely while its majority report was only "half-heartedly" in favour 
of protection. 
During 1913, despite a lack of public support, manufacturers continued 
to act together. In response to the Cullinan Commission, Laite published an 
important statement of the manufacturersbase (25), a pamphlet in which pre- 
world war I ideology was expressed most coherently. Later in the year a "great 
Producers Congsess", where manufacturers and agsiculturalists met to discuss their 
common interests, was held. Some response was obtained again from the govement, 
who appointed F. S. Malan, a liberal protecti.onist, Minister of Mines and 
Industries. But, in general, the response of poli'ticians remained "half-hearted"; 
manufacturers were to be appeased but not accommodated. Parties were not united 
on the issue - the Labour Party, for example, split in 1912 on the issue of 
protection - and public figures tended to waver over it. 
While admiring the in6ividualism of pioneers, ideologists also made 
sure of emphasizing this willingness amongst manufacturers to act collectively 
in certain situations. No sooner did a p u p  of entrepreneurs unite to act in 
their cormnon interest tha31 the ideologist adopted them into the category of "usfv. 
Once an organization was formed, its annual reports and minutes becane 
property, and matters for "ourtf interest. (26) If the structure and limits of 
%he class were in doubt for any reason, the ideologist tended to smooth over 
cracks, and play the role of identifying "friends1' or "enemiest' of the class. (27) 
BLI~ at this stage individualism and collectivism existed side by side in spite 
of the contradiction involved. 
The nature of their perception of "outside societyv, as opposed to -their 
self-perception, was largely determined by the mmufacturersf position of relative 
disadvmtage. They had long recognized that to change their economic position 
they would have to change the political configuration of forces. As they became 
increasingly aware of the extent to which their ambitipns were thwarted by the 
absence of protection, so they looked more and more to the economic groups 
whose political position could help bring it about. Ideologists developed 
specific ideologies in relation to each class or group involved; and they also 
developed an overall social ideology which, on the one hand, combined the 
individual ideologies and, on the other, provided their audience with a social 
vision to which they could refer in justification of their ambitions. 
The foremost of the classes to whom specific ideologies were directed 
was commerce. This was the domain of large importing houses owned by eminent 
and wealthy members of a social and political elite. The "merchant princesft, as 
they were called, such as Jagger, Cowie, and M&rtin, frequented the exclusive 
social clubs of the large towns and, if not actually born in Ehgland, had 
imperial connections: 
The majority of men have been educated and trained 
in Great Britain, and in whatever community they 
may be, we find them taking the lead in public 
affairs. In some cases these merchants are looked 
up to as oracles on every question under the sun 
swzd their influence is almost absolute. (28) 
They opposed protection physically, .by preventing storekeepers from tx'adi-ng in 
locally produced goods (29), but also politically and ideologically, with %he 
use of the ideology of Free Trade, the rhetoric of their status, and their 
parlimentary platform. (30) In response, manufacturing ideologists compared 
the decadence and selfishness of the parasitical lire of the importer unfavomably 
with the patriotic, pioneering production in which the marrufacturer was 
engaged. (31) Their "pragmatism", too, was compared with the fldogiaatic beliefs" 
of the Free Traders: 
Free Trade or Pmtecti~n is not a moml question at 
all.... It is simply a matter of bushess policy - 
of national business policy. (32) 
Such concepts were appealing to the auaence of worker-producers, who 
liked to think of themselves as "down-to-earthw - bite used td provoke his 
upper-class acquaintances in comerce and anring by wearing evil-smelling South 
African-mde 'Fvelskoene" to meetings. (33) h relation to commerce, aanufacturers, 
separateness from the rest of upper-class English-speakiryg society was most 
a+p~>arent; -the espousal of the cause of. protection could create enemies (341, and 
faztoq owners were scorned for their absence from the membership lists of social 
cL'l?bs. 
W t e  agricultue was peripheral both phy~ically and ideologically to 
s~~zu~ac-trnine;~ d spite their partial coincidence of interest over %he issue of 
pro*,eci;ion. Farmers held a considerable amount of power, and' to that extent 
were par% of the consciousness of mqmfactmers seeking access to the state; 'bat 
they were mre remarkable for their absence f m m  the ideolow %h~ %heizb presence. 
As Zaite m t e :  
The aristocraay of the Land is very old, very 
conservative aPld very insistent upon its rights. (75) 
Complete protection remained something which the old ruling elite did not support; 
perhaps they did not take to the relative radicalism of inbstrialists. 
Nineowners regarded protectionism as an expensive fantasy, which they 
could not support if it meant higher prices for them, the countryvs lmgest 
consumes. This pragmatic opposition was partly a reflection of the more 
fmd&ental difference between VIe interests of inperial, or imperialistic (361, 
a d  local capital. 
The aim of the Mining Houses is capitalistic control 
and the truth of this is being realised at last in 
all its nakedness. Capitalistic control of free 
government has so far been an impossibility, under 
the British flag, arid Progressives in the Transvaal 
feel that the wZiolesome condition should be continued (37'1, 
claimed one writer, appealing to mufacturers~esentment of the size, foreign- 
ness and crude power of the inaustry, which they saw as a relatively unproductive, 
elitist, privileged monopoly. (38) 
The politically and economically dominant nining indust,-gr ha6 gained 
a degree of ideological dominance too, and t:his fact helped shape much of the 
rest of manufacturing ideology. Because of the similarities between the TYJG 
sectors as employers and capitalists, their spheres of activity eofncided to a 
degcee. Yet those similarities were in fact outweighed 'by aifferences of 
interest, asld in relation to groups such as white a d  black workers, or -the 
state, manufacturers found it desirable to develop alternative attitudes to 
those which prevailed. 
3jn relation to white workers, for example, ideologists found their 
audience responsive to their depiction of mine-own* attitudes as caste-like 
znd rixmipulative, or paterna1isti.c and confmnta4;lonalist. (39) Ph.a-afacturers 
themselves were either originally workers or worked and lived very close to 
them, and they preferred to develop a dist5nctZy f'mufacturing'l attitude, wkicb 
was more toleranf, and in which the boundariee between employer a d  worker were 
more blurred. 
This was reinforced by the fact that manmnacturers needed "c woo, m d  
not to atagonize, their white employees, who wen? also consumers m d  voleme 
mineowners and the poiiticianrr who represented them becarne bcreasingly 
a f d d  of the potentially Large white working class which protection would create, 
through migration and proletarianization, manufacturers could not afford to 
enter-bain such fears. After the 1913 strike, Lalte wrote of Smuts, for example: 
The recent industrial upheaval has got on the 
PEnistergs nerves. He horn that tne introduction 
of an adeqgate protective tariff would mean the 
advent of new industries which would necessitate 
-the iznportation of skilled artisans and their 
fmilies from oversea, a d  apparently he fears 
that such a step would ultimately strengthen the 
Labour Party - a contingency he is not prepared to 
face. (40) 
But there were two reasons w&y manufacturers could not allow themseXves 
to see this as a potential threat. Firstly, they recognized that Cae potential 
power held ;>y white workers mi&t be useful to them if they could convince them 
to sup-port protection. This was never an impossibility, as there was a strong 
protectionist lobby within trade d o n s  and the Labour Party itself. (41) 
Secondly, they argued that they needed a large white working class, to add to the 
smll market which they hrzd in Southern Africa; and that workers needed to be 
well paid, for the same reason. (42) A t  the same time, they needed to edacate 
their potential market, for South Africa-mde products were looked dom upon, to 
an idealistic buying policy. AI1 of these factors led to the elaboration upon 
the fact %hat manufacturers identifisd with workers, into a coherent ideology of 
conciliation. 
This ideology recognized the existence of a class relationship between 
worker and employer, %ut denied that it was based on conflict: 
The average fai~dealing nmufacturer is too of-ten 
misled iato believing taut +he archfoes to his 
progress are they of his own househol8.... The 
nec3nanic anC! factory hands of to&v are sufficiently 
educated to realiee that to so haper a good rnaster 
as to eventually effect his ruin, and the closing up 
of his business, would be also disastrous to their 
immediate interests, but that by doing their best to 
help on and increase the business, they are also 
improving their own prospects of advancement. (43) 
This article continues with an elaboration upon this early conciliatory ideoloig, 
which resembles modern ideas of "personnel management", although it is less 
successful in hiding the class relationships underlying it. He concludes with a 
neat link to the "pioneering" ideology of social mobility: 
The master in nearly every case makes the man. 
Disp1a;y to your servant selfishness, w d  of 
consideration and disregard for his comfort and 
general welfare, and he pays you back in your own 
coin. To get considesation, you must give 
consideration.... Working men and women nowadays 
are not the vassals working for the right to live 
they once were. With education spreading, the 
workers of today axe thinkers, with hopes and 
ambitions in life such as the workers of a century 
ago were incapable of. The t m e r  at your lathe 
might be the Prime Minister of your country in a 
few years . (44) 
This was the ideology which was later to prove useful to manufacturers confronted 
by a nilitant industrial working class after world war I. 
Blacks iinpinged upon the consciousness of manufacturers as workers, 
and as consumers who were far more willing to buy local goods than whites. "Who 
e m  the bulk of the millions of wages in South Africa? Ask Kimberley, ask 
Johannesburg, ask every farmer ... and he will tell you his worlanan is the 
native." (45) But the fact that blacks were needed in both these roles did not 
lead to a mre tolerant attitude towards them. It had to be reconciled with the 
ideology of appeasing whites, and the result was a conception of society which 
resembled modern racism. Not only did ideologists depict blacks as being at the 
bottom of a social and industrial hierarchy, and at the beginning of "evolutiontf, 
but they also separated them from the unified white race, which consisted of 
workers and industrialists, and other groups, moving forward together towards 
"whi-te civilization" through industrialization: 
[the natives are] as a rule of splendid physique and 
vitality. They axe the countryls hewers of wood and 
drawers of water, and for them work must be found ... 
the most we can hope for today is to develop the best 
side of the white race and keep the natives under 
control, and to this end industries should be 
encouraged to apprentice white labour and train boys 
in the high arts of industry so as to maintain 
supremacy. (46) 
The constant process of reconciliation between ideas of whites as workers, and 
of blacks as workers, wsls to characterize this aspect of manufacturing ideology 
for a long time to come. 
Towards the State, ideologists found it appropriate to adopt a petulant, 
somewhat plaintive tone, while they attributed to it qualities of benevolence, 
kindness, generosity and the desire to  act  i n  the in teres ts  of a l l .  This notion 
contrasted sharply with the prevailing idea, which, by imperial 
ahhg ideology, depicted the State simply as a means to  tne ends of "cos@ 5:~:o 
wished to  use it. Becawe of the i r  s ize and powerlessness, it was no% poesSb3e 
fo r  mufac tu re r s  to  believe i n  using the s t a t e  thus; nor was it desirable, f o r  
the i r  a b s  were not jmperial, but concerned. with tha ealablisaUent, f o r  wM%es, 
@f a sor t  of ssparficipatoqr ~ a p i t a l i m ~ ~ .  m e f i m t  Ifdu%y" of @vement ,  m t e  
Laite : 
ie t o  de~rexop their  vazioae COUOI$&BB by enco 
W g ~ a t i o n ,  s e t t l i n g  people on the Pm&, a d  
fostering developing industries. There the e?nd in 
view i s  the bu i ldhg  up of well-orgdseii, self- 
suppostbg m d  prosperom na.tlom. (47) 
Xot only was  the idea of  governmental ltduw" "stb-ctive, but so was the linking 
between the concepts of "de~eloj?nent'~, "pmspesi%yt~ and "nationq'. It would seem 
%hat m u f a c t m e r s  required a gmater  de-e of legitimacy i n  the s t a t e  f o r  the 
fulfilment of t h e i r  ambitions f o r  society, md as a result they probably needed 
substantiaLly more iaeolo&cal b u - b t r e s s i ~  than that which grevailed. 
What were the i r  m b i t i o m  f o r  socie-ty? Their vision was sinply one of 
l 
capits;lisan, But w a s  it clear  m d  well tho@t out, an& l e & ~ W a s d  W 
coagarisona with other capitalieh countries and other s e t t l e r  colonPes, such a,a 
C a n a d a  and Amtmlia,  wkr$clh hacl begun t o  industrialize? Protectionis~l the 
means to th i s  end, a d  the ideologist t r i ed  to  convey tha t  the s t q g l e  %o obtain 
i% woUZd be wos%hwhile Oxy placing it i n  i ts  historical  context, and rebteq;ce?ting 
5% in ev02ui;fom~ terns: 
we w e  passing tlmxzgh successive stages of growth 
t&ou& which our s i s t e r  colonies ... have passed 
before, and we shall probably contime to  be guided 
by the same conditions which influenced them. A t  
f i r s t  the fanners a re  the only pmtec'cionists, the 
towndwellers, mostly importers, agents a.nd 
i 
distribu-tors, f e e l  no need of local maglufactm, 
&-I; as  the population increases and becomes more 
i 
se t t led  i n  the countsly, the varied f ie lds  of 
occupation found in every civilic~ed State  beconze a I 
naces~i ty .  A gmwing:  number of persons becone 
a~tsociated with the local sugply of local  
requirements, and soon the towns also dernand that  
the buading indusLries of the people shal l  not be 
crushed out by the huge orgaaieations bf foreign 
factories. This is the stage a t  which we are 
amiving . . . (48) 
The terns i n  which the i r  overall practical aim was interpreted by nearly a l l  
ideologists o f  mstnufactusing constituted an overall iaeology, The idiom was that , I 
of "evolu%forwqj progressqt, a notion contained i n  nearly a l l  the ideas discussed l I 
so far, Its core was coxl-tained in the concept of stmutual btex%ependenceq'. 
l 
T h i s  concept had been created by thinkers to  bridge the gap between 
mm'actmersf m b i t i o r ~  and real i ty.  This required the conversion of a l l  groub-ps 
with power of one sor t  o r  another, to  the cause of national capitalism. iir. 
additiom t o  the int3ivid~;d.l ideologies wuch related t o  comerce, minLng, 
ag~iculP;ure ared white labour, thexefore, the overasehing idea was developed ox a 
greater whole, of which each was only a part, such as a cog i n  a wheel. The 
values of the whole were those of co-operation and mutqal interdependence, .%ad 
these were depicted as being more important thm the par ts .  The 9'whoietq could 
be used by ideologists to mean anJrthing they cared to emphasise; sonethes it 
meant "the State", or sometimes an abstraction, such as qqnon-racialism?l or 
9%outh Africaxd~m~~. (49) A. B. Reid shows how an ideologist used the ideas of 
the %holew and i t s  "parts": 
our wish fo r  South Africa is for  a united people, 
au+d,iall.y ~%B~dependen. t~  m& as far as pesskfrEe, 
politelx sic] independent of overseas f~ iends .  
To %his end each person, each class, each locaLiQ, 
must do his Stnd i t s  shax~! to promote the well-being 
af the whole country. The N a a u f a c ~ s ,  the Farrsner, 
the Me*hant a d  the Miner, mt work i n  close and 
cordial. harmony producing for  one another, helping 
one another ... giving an& receiving, offering and 
accepting, always in the sp i r i t  that evexythipg we 
do, we do for South Africa and the Ebpirre. (applause) (50) 
h a conclusion to %his section, the analysis of the pre-war ideolom 
h tema of i t s  component parts needs to be balanced by an examination of it in 
i t 8  totality. A. B. Reid, in a speech to the South African Manufactumrat 
aQsaociation i n  1911, once again i l lus t ra tes  the unify and cofiemtee of the 
Ltieology, an& the rapport between audience and ideologist a t  this eax'ly stage. 
Reid a ler ts  his audience to  the fact  that he is about to l%idleioogisew by 
Pirlkhg %he concept of pxotection, a matter of self-interest to his audience, 
%h& of paicrLotisn, an ideological but theoretic&J.ly non self-interested 
co'rr.cepL which was par% of the pmvailing ideology of the time, am3 to w h i c h  any 
I d e ~ l o ~ s %  could safely refes: 
The fact  i s  the system of Protection ... i s  not a 
class policy, but a national policy. It i s  for  
mzational rea~ons that we urge its adoption and if, 
1s for national reasons that we seek a methocZ of 
achinistmtion which w i l l  ensure continuity 05 
policy . . . (51) 
I-faving slipped in a reference to the noderate way in  which manafactuxers approach 
the State, he then refers obliquely to  mixing a;nd i t s  lack of patriotism: 
it i s  a plain question of the duty of a nation to 
encourage the industry of i t s  own people in 
preference to the industry of overseas people, (he- hear) 
Ee then exp8nd.s upon this  theme, equating manufacturing with "goodqt, popuJism 
and progzess, and,by bplication,  nining with foreie-ness aszd evil. He looks 
enthatsiastically to the future, Listing the benefits associated with the "goodw 
policy, and linking them to  parbicular sections of the comaunity - consumers, 
workexs, comme\me and, ult-tely, "the common wealtr: 
It is a question of the duty and interest of a 
nation to develop all i t s  resources rather than 
allow some of the most important of them to remain 
undeveloped. (applause) It is a question of 
diversified emplopents and wabounded possibilities 
for  a country capable of great achievements, rather 
thaa a limitation of its powers to such occupations 
as will prevent it from becoming independent and 
its people from going forward. This is our 
protective policy. It is ... the foe of all 
monopolies, domestic and foreign.. .. It is not the 
instrument by which one class of the community is 
to be benefited at the expense of another class, 
for it seeks the common weal by affording employment 
to all classes. It is not a tax upon one industzy 
for the benefit of another industry, for its desie 
is to impose taxes upon foreign producers, that 
domestic consumers may obtain cheaper commodities.... 
It is not a hindrance to commerce, but a help to it, 
for it will stimulate internal comerce when it 
stimulates the development of resources wkich could 
have no value if not exchange8 for other products ... 
Ln conclusion, he once agdin refers to manufacturerst self-conception, this time 
the "pioneer" image, linking it to key slogans of the period: 
It is the policy of patriotism, of progress, of 
civilisation - a policy that defends the weak 
against the strong, and stands resolutely for one's 
own against all assailants. 
The War and the Achievement of Protection 
The war gave ma31ufacturers the opportunities for expansion they wanted, 
and they were ready to seize them. Laite wmte in 1914: 
With war in the air in Wope,  South African 
manufacturers have the opportunity of making war 
upon the market which naturally belongs to them.,.. 
I'kufacturers, the opportunity is yours. Rise and 
take it. (52) 
Under this, their third major stimulus in three decades (cape protection and the 
33oer war providing the other two), manufacturers were probably h a position to 
make more of the protection offered to them than equivalent classes in other 
unprotected colonies; not only were they a growing and enterprising class, but 
they were ideologically equipped for expansion. 
Before the war was over, such expansion had indeed taken place. From 
1915-16 to 1917-18, 1700 new factories were opened; between 1915-16 and 1919-20, 
the gross value of manufacturing output increased from C35.7m to £76.8m, and the 
net va,lue from C13.91~ to £27.9~~ (53) By 1917 it was generalLy realized that a 
significant change had taken place in the economy, and Laite could write: 
What a change has come ofer the scene! The 
European conflagration resulting in the upheaval 
of the world's economic fabric has completely 
changed the outlook of both merchant and consumer. 
No longer does the producer exist by virtue of the 
pace of the merchant! Both he and the consumer 
are now prepared to humble themselves before the 
all-necessary producer. (54) 
In that year, the South African Federated Chamber of Industries was formed, with 
Laite as General Secretary, and several hundred member firms; it was an 
important step towards complete unity of interest, ideology and action amongst 
industrialists . 
Thus the change was not simply quantitative, but qualitative, in two 
respects in particular: firstly, the industrial. working class had grown 
considerably and had not only become outspoken but more organized. In 1915-16 
the number of manufacturing employees totalled 101,178; this rose to 155,008 in 
1919-20. (55) Soon after the wax, this newly expanded class faced a severe 
economic depression which provoked confrontation between them and their employers. 
Strikes were so frequent that one journal ran a colwrul on "strikes of the weekt', 
while both blacks and white articulated powerful alternative ideologies to those 
of employers. This had a profound effect on aanufacturing ideology. Until the 
wax, the central economic need for protection had given rise to a particular 
ideological pattern; now protection began to move into the background, a d  
employer/employee  relationship^ into the foreground. The economic and ideological 
battleground of the next decades was prepared during the war-time growth of 
ir~dustries; the new concerns of ideologists were to be with such matters as the 
position RYrd education of white workers, the "role of the nativew, and the new 
ideology of personnel management. The detailed examination of this c m  in 
s-tzructure is not pursued here; suffice it to SW that the new ideological form 
w I ~ i ~ 4 - i  re~ulted were built upon the old. 
The second qualitative change related to -the decline of protectionism. 
By seizing their chance for expansion, manufacturers had created the conditions 
for the removal from their control of decisions concerning their futuse. Far 
from haviag to preach protectionism constantly, m u f a c t m r s  found that after 
the war others preached it instead. Perhaps the evidence provided during the 
war of its ability to grow under protection, its potential for employing landless 
blacks and whites, and its relative cheapness, contributed to the new and growing 
awarecess amongst m.ny important groups of the possibility and desirability of 
mmdactmlng, Perhaps, too, changes within Britain contributed to this, as 
evidenced by a new interest there in South African industries. In 1917, the 
British Trad.e Review reported that, although it was mainly a producer of raw 
materials, "the manufacturing industries of South Africa are on the eve of great 
developments". The Dominions Royal Commission reported in the same year that 
South Africa possesses practically all the elements 
essential to the development of manufacturing 
iadustries. Coal is very cheap ... other raw materials 
abound, labour is plentiful, and, what is enormousl~ 
important, the captains of industry are distinguished 
for their zeal and initiative. (56) 
Commerce, too, had begm to waver on the issue of protection: in 1916 
the Association of Chimbers of Comerce had passed a &solution advocating local 
industries (57) and by 1918 the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, Sir Meiring 
Beck, could say that "hitherto unsympathetic bodiesl',such as Chambers of 
Commerce, had changed their views about protection. (58) As far as agriculture 
was concerned, full protection continued to win support, although when in 1922 
the South African Agricultural Union voted in favour of industries the Famersf 
Weekly expressed extreme disapproval. (59) pllining, it seems, continued to 
object on the gmunds of high prices (60), but the notion that mining was to be 
short-lived gained support, adding to the weight of the protectionist case, (61) 
A new source of support came from academics, who began to support the case for 
induetrialization, and lend it respectability. Articles by them on the virtues 
of it begm to appear in manufacturers' journals and elsewhere (62), and in 1924 
the foremost of them, Professor H. E, S. Fremantle, proposed the formation of 
an llEconomic Society of South Africa" to "bring the economic thou&t of the 
country to expression". (63) 
The need for capital began to concern many industrialists during the 
war and post-war periods. In 1917, several institutions had combined their 
resources to form the industrial Development Company, Ltd, which, with its 
initial capital of £100,000, aimed to support new undertakings. (64) E%tt many 
felt it was the State's role to provide capital, and in 1918 the FCI pressed the 
govement to establish a national industrial investment board. (65) In 1919, 
E. C. Beynolds, manager of the National BanZc of South Africa, proposed that the 
State should also cultivate an "atmosphers of industrial investment" to induce 
private owners of capital to assist. (66) But for some t h e  to come, private 
capital was all that new industries could hope for; the IDC a d  the National. 
Bank of South Africa formed the enlarged National Industrial Corporation of South 
Africa Ltd, with £l& capital to fulfil their needs. 
Allthough the State did not help with providing capital, in 1917, when 
the FCI was formed, manufacturers found that among the most important people of 
all - members of the government - the balance of opinion had begun to change. 
The Department of Industries of the Botha government of the time started the 
SB~I& African Journal of Industries in that year, whose stated aim was to 
ex:~low the possibilities of industrial development. When Smuts becane Prime 
~ ~ s t e r ,  he lent ideological support to protectionists in several speeches: 
... I would ask us to recognise that the great 
task before us is no longer racial, but has become 
industrial. The great world war has resulted in 
conditions which give us a unique opportunity to 
develop this country, and to push ahead with a 
forward industrial development policy. Let us 
honour aYld preserve our sacred national traditions, 
but let us also go beyond that and let us join in 
the great work of the world. (67) 
Perhaps it was the spreading depression which made him propose industrialization 
as a panacea to all political ills; it would, he said, 
solve most of the difficult problems now facing 
South Africa, the Government and the pe,ople of 
South Africa. The Native problem, the racial 
issue, industrial unrest, and all the accompanying 
ills directly traceable to these factors in our 
social and economic life, would vanish .if the 
scope of employment was widened, and plenty of 
work at good wages was offering on every hand. (68) 
The State had already indicated some willingness to co-operate by 
setting up the Advisory Board for Industries and Science, m d  creating th.e 
Victoria Falls Power CO, which set up power stations throughout the country. ( 6 9 )  
They alno b e p  to express interest in two other major industrial projects: at 
tho ond of l922, fJmlimuto declared the governmentta intention to set up an iron and 
atool indurrtry on a national basis. This idea remained unfulfilled under his 
government. But in 1923, the Electricity Supply Commission, Escom, was created. (70) 
The State also expressed growing interest in the need to establish and secure 
markets for industrial mods in the sub-continent. In 1920 F. S. Xalan, long a 
supporter of industrial development in South Africa and then Minister of Nines 
and Industries, talked of how an external outlet for surplus production would be 
a "tremendous stWusft. (71) When he visited the Congo in 1922, the editor of 
the journal of his department wrote: 
... when it is remembered that the Union of South 
Africa is Africa's great manufacturing centre, the 
actual or potential producer of most of the finislied 
goods needed by the Continent's huge population, 
and that the Union might well draw upon the rest of 
Africa for much of the raw materials which her 
factories need, it is evident that the development 
of inter-African trade relations .., follows 
logically upon the Union's geographical position. (72) 
The manufacturing interest had become powerful, therefore; but it was 
not  yet powerful enough. In 1922, they expressed disillusionment, saying that 
vna influential section of the cabinet is opposed to protection". (73) It 
became evident that, despite repeated verbal support for protection, the 
government was not going to intmduce it. Thus, althou& the period between the 
w a r  aYld the advent of a new government was one of considerable improvement h 
the status ancl position of manufacturing, and of the increasing acceptability of 
protectionism and industrial expansion, manufacturers continued to see themselves 
as disadvantaged and struggling against reactionary forces. 
These factors affected ideology and ideologists. The old ideologists, 
such as Laite, found their ideas of evolutionary progress reinforced by the 
great development of industries, and all ideologists reiterated them 
constantly. (74) But they, aYld a crop of new ideologists, both within and 
outside of the manufacturing class, were active in modiaing old ideas in the 
Light of new demands upon their audience. 
The idea of the pioneer was the first to require modification, as 
manufacturers moved further and further from the circumstances which created 
individualism. Now that their ideology and ideals were becoming public property, 
and the general support which they had so anxiously sought was coming about, a 
clearer relationship between the individual and his society had to be posited. 
The "pioneers" of industry were not discarded, but given a place in the new 
histories of mufacturing which had begun to be written. (75) They were not 
living heroes any more, but a historical point of reference to a new genex%tim. 
Instead, the "responsibilities" and "duties" of manufacturers began to be 
eaphasized: 
Every man, no matter what his calling, who assumes a 
posFtion of authority in any under%aking in which a 
number of human beings aze employed, assumes also ... 
moral responsibilities the range of which is 
increasing with the science of citizenship. That 
science ... emphasises ... a steadily increasing 
dependence of individual upon individual and it 
recognises the necessity i n  certain cases of the 
subordination of individual interests to the 
intereat of the commmit~r .. . the hdividm1. i n  a 
civilised cornunity has growing r e s p o ~ s i b ~ i t i e d  \ 
tow&& his fellow-being~ ... if he is an ernployer 
o f  labour, his  resgomibilities are so nuch the 
heavier. (76) 
Signifiemtl;y, it was the State swla i t s  mernbsm who be- to exact this 
ideological tribute £mm thefx clients, by using the concepts of citizerrship 
as& du-2y to link -@he h&ividW xmz?iufacf,wr to the lqlza%ion'P$ 
there is a gm consciousness % o b y  %hat %he naa 
who has brains, education car skill, owes sr;rme%hhg 
of %he producf; of w h a t  he has acquire6 m.6 developed 
under the aegis of the State to %be service of the 
S-taAe wizjlch protects him.... Ihe great entployer i s  
no longer a private person Mldrigg up a pxivaiie 
fortwze, but i s  a t m L e e  holding his p?:f=vileges i n  
t rus t  for  the wticm %ntE f o r  o%hers tha;n kimaelf. (77) 
This id.eologf was ~ l o t  en"&selce~y an bposit isn upon the comciousness of 
m & a c h e ~ s ,  1IOwwe~l; %here m a t  have been a31 inereac~ing3.y wiPlhg response 
to it ffson a gpoup whose om i&eology had never been fas f m m  i t s  basic idme. 
?II. E. King, for  exaple,  shows laow close the idea of no-bdividdism was f;o the 
old one o f  a r m L ~ ~  bLe&epandeme: 
If a l l  the people were &etemfried to .make %he SjrLon 
of South Ifxica z p e a t  cowl-try, 1% would be born& 
to go forwad. B& as long as we continue -8;0 be 
wrapped up h parochiali~m a d  indj:vidualism, there 
ca2ulo-k be a swtaJsleiE comaon effort to weld tog@taer 
sappose6 conflic'cing hfXuenoes. (78) 
Hot only did mnufacture-ss adopt the State iaeology h th is  zespect 
but nmbe? of the State be- to speak 3.n t e r n  of 'the mantcfacturem@ ideology; 
fo r  exmqle, agoke i n  t e rm of mutual bterdependence when  he 
said t b k  ind~.t~-l;?:ies we= 
unquestionably as essential i n  the gmwt;h of the 
noQrn s ta te  as the steel. rebforcem~nt i~l essential 
to reinforced concrete. Widhou% the bini3.in.g 
qualities of comerce, hdustry am3 rmaufac-ture, the 
concrete fahric of the s ta te  oamof carry the heaw 
, buz6ens or stand the r e n u  stresses to which S% 
w i l l  'be sub jectsd. (79) 
3u-t already signs of the rejection of the State a d  its inposing ideology we= 
ing to show amon@% manatmrers ;  'in spite of tbir pleaa'tare a t  the 
convemion of ;pow@rful Bodies mil individuals to their  @awe0 they were awake of 
their  potential valnembili%r if the sta,ts became so @axiom to induetrialize 
i t  u~urped, thei r  h c t i o n .  Reylolb mte9c4te,Pn the &icle already quoted, 
that : 
h t s i & e  key indus%ries, tlae less the Gover~rnent 
interfere with such m-btem the better f t  will be 
for  al l  concerned. The %radf%fona of the 
.b&abitan%s of th is  comtw, or a t  least  those of 
then most likely to engsge in eP2duslries, are all 
against a policy of Govement interference. (80) 
Tds was the beginning of an eventually oohemn't ideology of laissez f&li.xz. 
It was ironic, as f a r  as m u f a c t w r s  were ooncemed, tha;t the 3924 
g'ovement, a pack between La,bous surd matiorralist parties, should f inally 
introduce protection. The gavermment of workers, f a m e ~ s  shopkeepers h a  fiat, 
it seems, entered ananufacbems visiom of how pm-kection would 'be achieved, 
despite their ideologr of bkedepemlence. 30 rPoubt p t i ~ t s  j132 the 
class had not ruled out the pctssi'tilfty, the Lone of st.rcpxfse 
wL%ch entered manufachners~ writings when EL becane clear fha% the new &vernmen"c 
was W l y  protectionist s e a s  to indicate that they had pime6 their hopes on the 
even-kual oonversion of the previous govemme~t. When pmtectfon carne, they 
accepted it gratefklhy. O f  come ,  it ro:'tuLEorced thei r  ideology of 
evolutionacry pmpess:  
m e  country and the Governmen% h v e  realised the 
wisdon of th is  policy.. . . The nee& for  prop 
work, as unders-bootk h the past, &S themfore 
ceaaed, and time has cone t o  cater for  %he 
industrial. and comercial needs of %.ME?: rapidky 
develapr"rJya; coun-kxy,... Manufacdu;cers, 5xi splte of 
adverse conckttionsl, have risen from small a3ld 
hmble begimdng8 to become a miefhty f w t o r  in the 
country, s economic activity. (81) 
Co3"c:u~13n 
--- 
iW 
A coin93iYlakion of flaGLow had led to the creation, gpo&h 232d eventual 
a@c@p=kC=ce by the SJca%e of a class of manufacturers w i t h  distinctive chara@teriatics, 
South Air1oa, ~ f c u l t ~ l  m& colonized, on the one hand, d l o a t e d  by imper5al 
capital, an the other, was asa. urnEikely enviroment for the ~surkw of 3ocaI 
kndustries. Ironically, it was two bpe r i a l  wars, however, %;hat stimulated 
i nav idwl s  to  s - k ~ r t  W a c % w i n g  on a sIoall scale, and then to  g m w  Jco becams 
a relatively pcwerful class. 
me ideologiets of this class attempted to capture its essential, if 
ohwing', mtuxe, to give expression to its Meren t  neeb,  a33d to resolve some 
of: Yae prablems an.d contxadic.tiom it encountered because of its position. When 
it vms ~iria12, as&vm%-d and Pegislatively discriminated against, they 
developed %he f&a of pioneering in&ividuali~m; concepts of pmgress towards an 
iclealized pgotectionist future were intemeshed with those of a hamonious nation- 
s ta te  in wMch a l l  groups held a s-las vision, under a benevoler;t govement, 
Pimeerhg indi.vidaalism could not persist once th is  class had gTom 
Z~rges, am3 more cohesive, aid was replaced by an ideology of collective social 
rssgonsY~fiity, which mentbem of the Skate i t se l f ,  i n  the5.x new role as patmm 
of mamafa.ctma9 enaowmged.. Bu't other eleanenL~ of the early ideolom,, such M 
progress, ~ o o i a l  harmony a& h%erde-pe,ndRnce, were reinforced by a t  iewt aoae 
of the events of %he w a r  asd post-wax per ioa ,  and f W l y  by the iz;-tmt%zz@tion of
protection i t se l f .  
But, despite the achievement of their goal, manufacturers were already 
involved in the problem which was to concern them for the following decades - 
that of relationships between themselves and their workers. To help in solving 
it, therefore, a new ideological pattern was being developed from the old. 
-----oOo--...--- 
Notes 
Abbreviations: 
SAC - South African Commerce and Manufacturers Record 
SAJT - South African Journal of Industries 
(1) 
( 2 )  This figure must have been distorted by the increase in manufacturing and 
decrease in nining output during the Boer War. According to Laite (op. cit.), 
of the whole value of industrial produce, gold and diamonds were worth 34$, 
rmufacturing 33%, agriculture 17. Ph, and pastoral 9.8%. This must have 
been derived from gross value of manufacturing production, which is much 
smaller if net value is used. But primary industries have no gross and net 
equivalent as the materials they use do not have to be paid for. Thjs 
leads to ambiguities in the interpretation of comparative data, for whereas 
if net figures are used manufacturing overtook miw in value only after 
World War IT, if gross figures are used it overtook it easlier; manufacturing 
ideologists tend to use the latter figures, mining ideologists the fomer, 
The actual figures are: 
: Union Statistics for Fifty Years - jubilee issue, 3910-1960, 
Pretoria. 
(3) Almost half of the goods were produced in the Cape, one third in the 
Transvaal, one fifth in Natal, and only l%h in the Free State (bite, 
op, cit., p. 11). According to M. H. de Kock, the reason for the relative 
advancement of Cape industries lay in the face that,after responsible 
government in 1872, customs duties, whose overt aim was to raise revenue, 
were used to encourage certain subsidiary manufacturing industries which 
were useful to the extractive industries: see Selected Sub,jects in the 
Economic Hjstozv of South Africa (cape Tom, 1924), c'hpter 10. According 
to Knowles, 1884 marked the "birth-year of South African pmtection" because 
it saw the first conscious use of duties in this way: see L. C. A. KnowLes. 
The Economic Development of the British Overseas Bnpire, Volume 3, p. 297. 
(4) The average value of machinery and plant per factory was g1200 in 1904: 
Laite, op. cit., p. 11. 
(5) Report of the Select Committee on Colonial Anriculture and Industries. 1883, 
cited in bowles, op. cit., p. 296. It, too, was the result of a slump, 
when ?'infant industries clamoured for protection against foreign 
competition", and led to the above-mentioned high duties of 1884. 
(6) See S. Narks, Reluctant Rebellion (Oxford, 1970), p. 49. One was also held 
in the Transvaal in 1908 - the Customs and Industries Commission. 
(7) Perhaps this was another result of the tvprotection'f of %he 1880s. 
(9) reported in g, Vol l, No 2, June 1907; other reports claim t h t  it 
was formed in 1910. 
(9) This was made up of MPS and public men of the Bond, Progressive and 
Independent Parties, mder F. S. Malan anil George JXmcan; but there seems 
%o have been confusion between this and the SAN Alliance. See g, Vol 1, 
30 6, October 1907. 
(l01 :&i&* 
(11) Based in Port Eli~abeth, this combined manufacturers, artisans and the 
qtgrocerfs asso~iation'~, but I cannot find any other mention of it besides 
SAC, Vol 1, No 5. 
-
(12) Perhaps because he tended to take an interest in agricultural products, Bam, 
despite his own ideological fervour, did not endear himself to manufacturers 
particularly. 
(13) See Msxks, S-, who says that Natal manufacturers got together 
specifically to give evidence to the Commission. 
(14) These and other biographical details about Laite are taken from Harold J. 
Laite, Portrait of a Pioneer: the life and w m ~ k  of Williarn Jaaes Laite, 
1863-1942 (Cape Town, 1947). 
(15) The seater success of some industrialists needs explanation; they had 
usually acquired capital from other sectors (Cullinan from mining, Graaff 
from apiculture) and might have been able to use what power they had to get 
tbeir particular products protected. Smaller producers needed to unite to 
obtain the same effect. 
(16) John Rothes: "The Truth about protection of Colonial Industries", g, Vol 1, 
llso 4, August 1907. 
(17) Unfortunately, space does not permit the detailed description of some of 
their lives; in many ways, bite was the epitome of a maslufacturer, though 
himself a journalist. 
(18) Thomas Kirk, for e-ple, was described as having risen "through 
perseverancen,from being a mill worker in his childhood and adolescence, t o  
the position of mamager and director of Buffalo Roller Mills of East London: 
SAC, V'ol 3, No 34, February 1910. 
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Workers, too, supported protection if they believed it would prevent the 
unemployment caused by landlessness, but also if they thought it would 
shield them from black competition by removing the incentive for 
manufacturers to lower their wages. See Report of the first meeting of the 
Transvaal Manufacturers1 Association, H, June 1907, particularly the 
speech by H. W. Sampson, delegate for the 'Pypograpkical Union. 
Whites disliked local products: "Oh I never drink kaffir soda1', the 
consumer wo~ld say, according to Trevor, op. cit., and so the enlargement 
of the white market would have to include a scheme of public education. 
See anon. "What South Africa Newspapers can do for South Africa's 
Prosperity", g, Vol 3, No 34, February 1910. 
G. J. Bmce, op. cit. 
Ibid. 
C. W. H. Kohler, "The Truth about the Wine Lndu~try~~, g, Vol 2, NO 14, 
July 1908. For a later exaanple, see anon. "The Native as Market", SAJI, 
Vol 2, No 2, February 1919. 
Anon. notes, _SAC, Vol 4, No 46, February 1911. 
Editorial, E, August 1907. 
J. M. Buckland, speech at first annual general meeting of the Transvaal 
Chamber of Industries, August 1908: E, September 1908. 
See, for example, editorial SAC, Vol 3, No 34, February 1910, or article 
by F. S. Malan in the South African National Union Annual, 1908. 
8, B. Reid: chai~nanfs address to "The South African Industrial 
Parliament", May 1912. 
A. B. Reid: chairman% address to the annual meeting of the South African 
Manufacturers' Association, January 1911. 
SAC edLtosial, September 1914. 
-
Union Statistics for Fifty Years, ov. cit. 
SAC, No 127, November 1917. 
-
Union Statistics for Fifty Years, op. cit. Of these 51,695 were whites, 
149 359 women, and 103,313 "non-whiteslr . Significantly, the number of 
whites employed in mining in 1921 was only 33,330. The buying power of 
workers had also increased, as a corollary; white manufacturing workers 
alone had a spending power of e9.b that year. 
Dominions Royal Commission Final Report, Cd 8462, 1917. 
They also advocated the establishment of a separate government department 
of Commerce and Industries; in earlier years Assocom, as it is known, had 
passed resolutions advocating commissions of enquiry into promoting local 
industries, but this was the first clear advocation of them. 
Speech to South African Feaerated Chamber of Industries first annual 
convention, 1918: M, Vol 1, No 11, July 1918. 
Industrial South Africa, Vol 17, No 187, November 1922, and Vol 18, No 189, 
January 1923. (1n 1918 became Industrial South Africa.) 
See E. G. Saunders , "Mining and Manufacturing1', Industrial South Africa, 
Vol 19, No 210, October 1924, for an indication of how mining clung to this 
arguent . 
Ibid. 
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